
 

 

Special ZoneFlex 9.7.1 Upgrade Instructions for the ZD1100 
 
Please read the 9.7.1 Release notes which can be found at:  
https://support.ruckuswireless.com/documents/427-zoneflex-9-7-1-mr-9-7-
mr1-release-notes 
 
 
It is important to carefully read the following before proceeding with the upgrade.  
 
 
We have received field reports of occasional problems occurring during software 
upgrades on the ZoneDirector ZD1100 series. While Ruckus continues to 
investigate a complete resolution to the issue, we have identified two 
workarounds depending on the system configuration.  
 
The issues reported occur only during upgrade and do not affect the 
normal operation of the device.  
 
Best Practice Guidelines (all scenarios) 

• Make sure you create a current backup (name the backup with the version of 
software you are currently running – this will make restoring easier). 

• Perform the upgrade during a scheduled maintenance window to ensure 
minimal disruption to production networks.   

• The Local Upgrade option (first downloading the software to your local 
computer) is recommended. The URL for the actual software is at the end of 
this document. Please read and follow the rest of this document before 
upgrading. If you have any questions or concerns, please open a case with 
our support department at https://support.ruckuswireless.com/problems  
(login access with a valid support contract is required).  

 
 
For standalone ZoneDirector 1100’s (not using Smart Redundancy) 
1) Download 9.7.1.0.17 (see link at bottom of this document) and save to your 

local computer. 
2) Log in to the ZoneDirector with Administrator level account 
3) Go to Administer > Upgrade. 
4) Under the Software Upgrade section, click Browse. The Browse dialog box 

appears. 
5) Browse to the location where you saved the upgrade package, and then click 

Open. 
6) When the upgrade file name appears in the text field, the Browse button 

becomes the Upgrade button. 
7) Click Upgrade. 
8) ZoneDirector will automatically log you out of the Web interface, run the 

upgrade, and then restart itself. When the upgrade process is complete, the 



 

 

Status LED on ZoneDirector is steadily lit green. You may now log back into 
the Web interface as Administrator. 

9) Symptom: During the upgrade, the device may appear un-responsive after 
the system restart. LED’s are off. Workaround: 
a. If, after waiting at least 25minutes the ZoneDirector has still not 

redirected you to the login page, check the Status LED on the front 
of the unit. If the Status LED is green click on the link on the upgrade 
page. which will take you to the log in page.  

• Congratulations you are finished with the upgrade procedure! 
b. If the Status LED is off, red or flashing red power-cycle the unit by 

unplugging the power adaptor from the rear of the unit. Wait 10 seconds, 
then plug it back in.  The ZoneDirector will boot, but will NOT be 
upgraded. 

• Go back and perform the upgrade once more. The ZoneDirector 
should reset as normal, and when it finishes will be running the 9.7.1 
software. If not, contact Ruckus technical support. 

 
  
For ZoneDirectors in a Smart Redundancy Configuration 
 
Summary: This upgrade procedure will be performed by first breaking the Smart 
Redundancy configuration and configuring each ZoneDirector into standalone 
mode. Before doing that, the AP’s will be configured to connect to the 
ZoneDirectors independently.  
 

 
Pre-condition: Two ZD1100 forming a Smart Redundancy pair. In this 
document, the Active ZD is called ZD1, standby ZD is called ZD2. APs are joined 
to ZD1. The ZD release could be 9.5.1.0.50 or higher. The procedure to upgrade 
is: 
 
1) Uncheck the first box marked “Automatically approve all join requests” This 

ensures that those installations with multiple ZoneDirectors installed will not 
have APs joining the wrong ZoneDirector. 

2) In ZD1, configure the primary and secondary Zone Director fields with their 
respective IP addresses. This can be done via the ZD GUI. Click on the 
“Configure” tab on the top of the page. Click on Access point on the left side 
of the window. Scroll down to ”Access Point Policies”.  

 
 

IMPORTANT: Failure to follow this procedure could result in having to 

replace (RMA) one of the ZoneDirectors. It is critical that the 9.7.1 upgrade 

only be performed when the ZoneDirectors are in standalone mode. If N+1 

Redundancy has been previously configured contact Ruckus Technical 

Support. 



 

 

 
 
3) Click the “Apply” button on the far right. You should see a message “your 

changes have been saved”. To verify the changes were implemented, SSH 
into the ZD Command Line Interface and follow this example. 

 

 
 



 

 

4) Enter the command remote_ap_cli –A “reboot”.  
5) This will reboot the AP’s which will allow the previous command to execute. 

Wait a couple of minutes and then Go to “Monitor/ Access Points to verify the 
AP’s have rejoined the ZD.   

6) Remove Smart Redundancy configuration on ZD1 and ZD2 from the ZD UI. 
Go to Configure/System by unchecking the box labeled “Enable Smart 
Redundancy” and then hitting the Apply button on the far right.  

 

 
 
7) You will get a message that looks like this, click OK. 

 

 
 
8) Both ZDs will become active. Connected APs will remain connected to ZD1.  
9) Follow the above (standalone) procedure to upgrade standalone ZD2 from an 

earlier release to the 9.7.1 release. The versions that the ZD2 can upgrade 
from to 9.7.1.0.17 are 9.5.1.0.50 and higher. 

 
NOTE: If you are running a different version, upgrade to one of the above 
versions first.  Refer to the Release Notes for proper upgrade paths for any given 
release.  
 
10) ZD2 will restart after the upgrade process has completed. 
11) Verify that ZD2 is running 9.7.1 by going to the ZD UI dashboard and 

checking the firmware version under system overview.  



 

 

 
 
12) After ZD2 is successfully upgraded to 9.7.1, perform the same upgrade 

process on ZD1. 
13) ZD1 will restart after the upgrade has completed. 
14) At this point, all APs joined to ZD1 will lose their connection (heartbeat) to 

ZD1. APs will then discover ZD2 and AP firmware will be upgraded to the 
same version as ZD2. After the APs execute automatic configuration 
download from ZD2, APs will join ZD2 successfully. 

15) Verify both ZD1 and ZD2 are upgraded to the same 9.7.1 release. See step 
11 above. 

16) Verify all AP’s have successfully joined to ZD2. 
17) Re-configure Smart Redundancy on ZD1 and ZD2. 
18) Configure/System -> enable smart redundancy -> start with ZD1, then ZD2, 

then match the super secret. The order of configuration is not critical and you 
can change it later when the shared secret is entered on the second device. 
Click on the apply button on the bottom right. 

 

 
 
19) Click the “sync to peer” button to Sync up ZD configuration. The two ZD’s will 

form a Smart Redundancy on release 9.7.1. 
20) Back up the config of the primary zd by going to Administer/Backup and then 

click on the “Back Up” button. A file will be generated. Save this file in a safe 
spot in case you might need it one day. 



 

 

21) APs will join the active ZD to complete ZD1100 upgrade and the Smart 
Redundancy pairing is complete.  

 
 
The link to download the 9.7.1 Firmware:  
https://support.ruckuswireless.com/software/523-zd1100-9-7-1-0-17-mr-
software-release 
 
 
If you experience a problem while trying to download the firmware, please 
copy and paste this URL into your browser. You may need to confirm that 
the URL in the browser is actually as indicated. 
 


